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Abstract
White box testing is a mechanism that involves multiple processes and designs that verifies whether the code works as expected. It
provides the internal structure of a system or a component (thus known as Structural Testing) and provides full visibility of code and
logic of software product (also known as Clear Box and Glass Box Testing). It works mainly to improve Security, flow of input and
output, and works to improve design and usability. This paper will help software testers to understand white box testing for security,
different approaches to white box testing techniques, relevant tools and techniques and expected results.
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I. Introduction
Software testing is used to verify and validate the quality of
software [27] by executing a program to find bugs. Software
testing can be categorised as Black Box Testing and White Box
Testing. It is done to ensure that the software being developed is
error free, cost effective and according to customer requirement.
To perform testing we have white box testing and black box
testing methods. Our focus is on white box testing which validates
designs, decision, and to uncover vulnerabilities to provide secure
software. White box Testing is often used for Verification (i.e.
are we building the product right). It is based on the analysis of
internal working and structure of the software. First step is to
analyse design documentation, source code and other artefacts
associated with the development of the software. Second, tester
must be aware of different tools and techniques for white box
testing [2]. It involves several features such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Test Cases
A test case involves an input, an action and an expected result.
Purpose of using it is to uncover errors. Serious defects that can
crash the system are found before the application is released to
the end user. White box testing tests cases are primarily concerned
with the broadest coverage of the source code. Hence, the tester
must be fully aware of the logic of the application and must develop
test cases that could execute maximum of code.
Written specifications and user documents can provide excellent
information for making test cases. Test cases are written based on
the function and flow of application. Grouping these test forms a
test procedure in white box testing. Test cases involve fields such
as Test Case Id, Assumptions, Test Data, Expected Results, Actual
Results, Pass/Fail, and Comment and so on. Good test cases in
white box testing do not try to find all the bugs, but rather focus on
what is good for the application which maintains quality assurance
of an organisation with respect to time and money.
A software engineer can design test cases [3] that can:
1. Exercise internal data structure to ensure their validity.
2. Exercise logical decisions on both their true and false side.
3. Exercise independent path within a module.
4. Execute loops at their boundaries and within their operational
bounds.

Tester has full knowledge of the internal working of the
software.
Data domains and internal boundaries can be easily tested.
Best suited for Algorithm testing
Mostly done by testers and developers.
Granularity is high

A. Applicable for 3 testing’s
White Box Testing is used for the following 3 types of Testing:
1. Unit testing, tests individual software or hardware groups
of related units (IEEE, 1990). A unit of software component
that cannot be further sub divided (IEEE, 1990). Test cases
are written to ensure that the unit is coded correctly before
integrating it with other code. It is proven that approximately
65% of the bugs can be estimated in Unit Testing only.
2. Integrating Testing, tests software component, hardware
component or both when combined to evaluate the interaction
between them. Test cases are written to examine interfaces
between various units. It can be done with Black box test
cases also.
3. Regression Testing, selective retesting of a system or
component to verify that the modifications have not caused
any unintended errors. It can be done with Black box test
cases, white box test cases or the combination of two.Using
white box testing techniques a developer can design test
cases.
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II. Literature Work
Mohd. Ehmer khan concluded that white box testing is a
verification and validation technique which software engineer can
use to examine their code. Tester need to understand the white box
techniques that are available to make educated decisions about their
use for the specific system we are currently, and in future, will be
testing. Properly planned with explicit input output combinations
white box testing is a controlled V & V technique.
Vinod Dandoti summarised that there are alternatives to white box
testing. Performing only the white box testing is not cost effective
even though it increases the test effectiveness. It is good practice
to perform White box testing for high-risk areas, and black box
testing for the whole system. More tests can be developed and
executed by complementing both.
III. Testing Techniques
White Box Testing involves code, code structure, internal design
and how they are coded. Techniques that are used are:
1. Data Flow Testing
2. Control Flow/Coverage Testing
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3.
4.
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Basis PathTesting
Loop Testing

evaluated outside the If condition, then compiler may terminate
the evaluation of expression.

A. Data Flow Testing
Data Flow Testing specifies how data revolves around the program
and how the value is allocated to a variable. It not only explores
program control flows but also shows how a variable is defined
and used. It aims to execute the sub paths from points where each
variable is defined to points where it is referenced. These sub
paths are termed as Definition-use pairs or du-pairs.

4. Function Coverage
Programs are coded by calling a set of functions. Each function is
a smallest unit that does a specific functionality. It specifies much
functionality of the design has been exercised by the verification
environment. Tests are written to exercise each of the different
functions in the code, thus it is proven that if each test is completed
properly, then entire set of functionality is verified. However, this
coverage has 2 limitations.
• There is not a defined list of 100% functionality of the design
is and therefore, there may be a missing functionality in the
list.
• There is no real way to check that the coverage model is
correct, manual check is the only way.

Most failures execute the incorrect definition such as:
1. Incorrect assignment or input statement
2. Incorrect path is taken, which leads to incorrect definition
(predicate is faulty)
3. Definition is missing (i.e. null definition)
Data flow testing involves the following steps to correct them:
1. Number the line
2. List the variables
3. List occurrences and assign a category to each variable
4. Identify du variable and their use
5. Define test cases depending upon the required coverage.

C. Basis Path Testing
Basis Path proposed by Tom Mc Cabe ensures that all independent
path of the code have been tested. An independent path is any
path through the code that introduces at least one new set of
processing statements or a new condition. Basis path testing
provides a minimum, lower bound on the number of test cases
that needs to be written. Test cases that exercise basic set will
execute every statement at least once. Basic path testing makes
sure that each independent path through the code is taken in a
predetermined order.

B. Control Flow/ Coverage Testing
It uses the program control flow as a model control flow testing
which is effective relatively in small programs or segments of
larger programs. But it has certain limitations:
• It cannot catch all initialization mistakes
• Specification mistakes are not caught by this testing
• It becomes difficult for some other person to find missing
path and features, other than the developer.

1. Flow Graph Notation
Notation used for representing control flow is Control flow graph.
A control flow graph is a directed graph that consists of node and
control flow. Node is labelled by a circle where as control flow
represented by an arc with an arrow or line.
On a flow graph:
1. The symbol arrows called as edges that represents the flow
of control
2. Circles are called nodes, which represents one or more
actions
3. Area bounded by edges and nodes are called regions
4. A predicate node is a node containing a condition.

1. Statement coverage
It measures the percentage of statements that have been executed
by test cases. Statement coverage less than 100% means not all
lines of code have been executed. Goal of white box testing is
to execute each and every path in the program but it becomes
unfeasible if the path contains a loop.
2. Branch coverage
Branch coverage means stronger logic coverage which is
performed usually to satisfy statement coverage. Here multiple
test cases are written which results either true or false at least
once so that each branch is traversed. For example If Statement
and Go To Statements.
However, there are 3 exceptions:
1. In pathological situation, program has no decision.
2. When program has multiple entry points
3. Statements within ON-units, as traversing every branch will
not execute all ON-units.

Procedural designs can be translated into flow graph:

3. Condition Coverage
A criterion which is stronger than decision coverage is condition
coverage. Every condition in a decision of the program has
taken all possible outcomes at least once and every decision in
the program has taken all possible outcomes at least once. Test
cases are written such that each condition in a decision takes
on all possible outcomes at least once. Condition coverage only
checks what is inside an If condition. If the value checked is
www.ijarcst.com
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2. Cyclomatic Complexity
It is software metric which provides logical complexity of a
program by measuring the number of paths through a method.
Every method, at a minimum has a cyclomatic complexity of 1,
since there is at least 1 path through a method which means getter/
setter method has CCN=1.
public String getName()
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{
return this.name;
}
Cyclomatic complexity number (CCN) can be calculated as CCN=
E-N+P, Where E represents the number of edges on the graph, N
the number of nodes on the graph, and P the number of connected
components

V. Conclusions and Future Work
In the present paper, we have discussed white box testing which
is a controlled V & V technique. We have reviewed various White
Box testing techniques such as Data Flow Testing, Control Flow/
Coverage Testing, Basis Path Testing, and Loop Testing with test
cases. Each testing techniques will allow testers to design test
cases that will help developers to properly plan specific decisions
related to the systems. This paper will help developers:
1. Study Internal data structure and how value is allocated to
a variable
2. To make logical decisions based
3. Tests every independent path of the code
4. Execute loops at the boundaries

Drawbacks
1. It does not measure data complexity of a program
2. It must be used with care as it gives misleading figures of
simple comparisons and decision structures.
3. Deriving Test cases
Procedure for deriving test cases:
1. Draw a flow graph using design or code as foundation
2. Determine cyclomatic complexity of the resultant flow
graph.
3. Determine set of linearly independent paths
4. Prepare test cases that will execute each path
Each test case is executed and compared to the expected result.
Development of test cases makes it sure to the tester that all the
statement in the program have been executed at least once.

Next, I have compared advantages of White box testing over
Black box testing technique.
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